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Vida Health accelerates  

the pace of product  

delivery at lower risk 

with Split feature flags
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Vida Health is a digital health company 

offering a full suite of personalized health 

programs and one-on-one coaching and 

therapy. 

Vida’s horizontal platform integrates leading behavioral science and data science to drive health 

outcomes for members, including those with chronic physical and behavioral health conditions. 

Vida leverages Split’s feature flagging and deep experimentation capabilities to build and deliver 

innovation faster with less risk.

  

The Results

•   Reliably increased their mobile application release velocity from one per month to one per week 

by using Split for phased rollouts and testing in production.

•   Realized a 30% increase in the number of features that make it into each release train now that 

all new code is behind a feature flag and tests are run in a production environment. 

•   Product experiments used to take a week to set up and analyze.  Now they are run instantaneous-

ly so data scientists are free to focus their expertise on building new therapeutic models for their 

customers.
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The Situation

Vida wanted to implement phased rollouts for their mobile application to meet their rapid delivery 

goals while lowering the risk of production failure.  Their engineers created an in-house feature flag 

solution that leveraged a database for turning features on or off.  When a major feature was ready 

for a phased rollout, a column would be added to the database with a Boolean on/off indication.

The Postgres database stored user information, which required an engineer to go to an admin 

page and manually turn the feature on for each user.  Once they were ready to roll out to 100% of 

their user base, a SQL query could be used to turn the feature on for all users.  This method gave 

them the fine-grained control they desired, but there was no randomization applied to the users 

and the process became burdensome.  

When a flagging implementation is database-backed, an engineer has to make a patch for every 

feature release.  Any code change is inherently risky and comes with the potential for error, plus 

this is a constant drain on engineering resources.  As their user base and business requirements 

grew, Vida engineers knew they needed a more scalable solution.

 

Using Split

The Vida engineering team was under pressure to support a more rapid release cadence for their 

mobile application, however, they lacked confidence in the slow and potentially error-prone 

manual system they had in place.  They brought Split in for a proof of concept because they liked 

the idea of a platform which supported both feature flagging and experimentation.  

Vida’s first use of Split was to evaluate a new machine-learning model for ranking their information 

retrieval system vs. using older business logic. Once they were comfortable with Split for back-end 

analysis, they started creating splits for minor UI enhancements such as testing new animations or 

testing functionality of different end-user devices.  Because the features were behind a flag, they 

were able to easily rollback when issues were uncovered.  
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With this realization, momentum grew within the engineering team.  They were ready to apply 

Split to upcoming major application features.  Some of the new features incorporated many new 

elements that impacted one-fourth of the application, so the team felt they needed the reliability 

and predictability that Split offers.

Vida is confident in test results because they know Split runs the same algorithm every time.  Previ-

ously, every test process was started from scratch by a different engineer, which led to inconsistent 

metric definitions.  ‘Do these results include outliers this time or did we remove them?’  ‘What’s 

the standard process?’  Now they don’t have to worry about tracking previous algorithms because 

Split ensures consistency and standardization from test to test.
 

“As we ramped our usage of Split, engineering teams could see everything  

went smoothly. This increased our confidence enough so that now every feature 

and code change we make is wrapped in a Split feature flag.”

— Russell Melick, Vida Health Engineering Manager

 

All code changes are behind a split

Today’s standard process is to have every feature and code change behind a split for both the 

front-end mobile application and their back-end Python Django legacy web application.  Now that 

every code change is behind a split, engineering and product teams collaborate on the ramp plan.  

They use Split’s integration with Slack so everyone can see when splits get ramped.

 

Iterate and improve on feature definition

Vida’s engineering and product teams use Split as a tool to iterate and improve features.  If the 

minimum viable feature doesn’t test well with users, rather than kill it right away they will work 

to make it better, then execute another user test.  The rapid feedback loop helps engineers refine 

functionality and has become a standard process they account for in roadmap planning.
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Test in production

The flexibility provided by feature flagging allows Vida’s quality engineering team to test against 

live production environments.  In the past, when engineers built a new version of the application 

they deployed only to employees.  They couldn’t release test code to the application store, which 

meant waiting until the version was ‘completely perfect’ before releasing. 

Engineers would point to a staging environment to test the new build, but they weren’t always 

confident that the errors they saw were from actual code or from some configuration error in the 

staging environment.   With Split, they upload a version to the application store that contains new 

code and bug fixes and expose them only to Vida engineers for testing prior to customer release.

Test accounts are created to validate the onboarding flow of new functionality and are quickly 

cleaned up when testing is done.  They also test against pre-existing accounts for their weekly 

releases to ensure ample amounts of test data are available. 

Vida engineers still leverage a staging environment when 

working on code or for back-end functional testing, but they 

no longer have to manage separate code branches for the 

mobile application.  Monitoring code stability in production 

and phasing rollouts gave Vida engineers the confidence to 

meet aggressive release cycle time goals.

 

Choosing Split

For Vida, having one platform that combines both feature flagging and experimentation was a 

mandatory requirement.  Split was more in line with their needs compared to other options as 

Vida didn’t want engineers working on experiments for web page design and didn’t need dynamic 

HTML code generated.  They needed a full-stack solution that would help engineering and product 

management experiment with both their mobile application and their back end-system to deliver 

a seamless customer experience.  Split’s straight-forward user interface has helped product 

managers get involved with phased rollouts and experiments.

“Split has allowed Vida to test 

our mobile application in a 

way we wouldn’t be able to 

do otherwise.”

—  Russell Melick, Vida Health 

Engineering Manager
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Future use

Vida engineers have worked with their data science team to get them comfortable with the analysis 

and results from Split.  With Split they can run their product experiments instantaneously, with 

no wait time for analysis.  Vida plans to pull Split impression data into Google BigQuery where 

their data scientists conduct broader analysis for building new customer features and engineers 

train machine learning models.  The inclusion of Split data in the Vida centralized data warehouse 

allows split impressions to be incorporated in a broader data pipeline managed and analyzed by 

the Vida data science team. 
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About Split

Split is the leading platform for feature experimentation, empowering businesses of 

all sizes to make smarter product decisions. Companies like Salesforce, Vevo, and 

Twilio, rely on Split to securely release new features, target them to customers, and 

measure the impact of features on their customer experience metrics. Founded in 

2015, Split’s team comes from some of the most innovative enterprises in Silicon Valley, 

including Google, LinkedIn, Salesforce and Databricks. Split is based in Redwood City, 

California and backed by Lightspeed Venture Partners, Accel Partners, and Harmony 

Partners. To learn more about Split, contact hello@split.io, or get started for free at  

www.split.io/signup
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